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Week 7: Economic complexity

Recap
• Institutions are the rules of the game, formal or informal. 

— require enforcement mechanisms etc.


• Quality of national institutions thought to be key part of 
the causal story of growth. 


• Big part of globalisation has been emergence of global 
institutions regulating currencies/payments, trade, 
shipping and global resources, etc. 


• Hard to know how to get good institutions. 

What is globalisation?
• Many possible approaches/interpretations. An increase in global:


• trade interdependencies (i.e. international trade a % of GDP).


• cross-ownership of financial assets (international ownership 
of property, bonds, equities etc).


• formal institutions that play a role in regulating human society 
(World Bank, IMF, etc).


• culture exchange (e.g. US entertainment culture).


• migration.

Course objective
1. Provide you with a set of historical facts to provide context 

to debates about growth and globalisation.


2. Learn some of the core and contemporary theories and 
learn the “language of economics”. This will help you when 
conducting your own research.


3. Foster a) a critical mindset for interrogating theories and the 
evidence for/against them, and b) an appreciation of details.


4. Simulate an interest in economics! This course is what you 
make of it - so what do you want to learn about? Ask 
questions! No tutorials to this is your chance.

Compare
• Saudi Arabia — GDP per capita (USD PPP) = $55,263  

Life expectancy = 74.6yrs 
Happiness = 6.3 (ranked 37th) 
2008 Economic complexity index = -0.2 (ranked 68th)


• Netherlands — GDP per capita (USD PPP) = $53,582 
Life expectancy = 81.7yrs 
Happiness = 7.4 (ranked 6th) 
2008 Economic complexity index = 1.0 (ranked 23rd)


• Which country will have a more stable economy? Which is 
likely to grow fastest? 
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1995 2014 Theory is…
• Tacit and explicit knowledge


• Explicit knowledge can be  
written down and passed along


• Tacit knowledge is hard to transfer, and is what 
constrains development.


• Tacit knowledge requires learning by doing, building on 
related productive activities.

• … that specialisation at a national level is bad for stable 
economic growth.


• Unpacks the idea of knowledge as the A factor in growth, 
but gives something more tangible to say about it (and K).


• That you need to actually invest and produce a diverse 
range of things to have A (and possibly K). 


• Brains full of philosophy won’t make you wealthy!

Which means

In practice

• “Economic complexity, therefore, is expressed in the 
composition of a country’s productive output and reflects 
the structures that emerge to hold and combine 
knowledge”

• “Increased economic complexity is necessary for a society 
to be able to hold and use a larger amount of productive 
knowledge” 

atlas.cid.harvard.edu 

Diversity and Ubiquity
• Diversity: The number different types of products a 

country makes


• Ubiquity: The number of different countries that make a 
product


• Using these measures, each product can be assigned a 
Product Complexity Index (PCI)


• Each country gets an Economic Complexity Index (ECI) 



https://openresearch-repository.anu.edu.au/handle/1885/109702 

How it works

• ECI ↑ if Ubiquity of products ↓


• ECI ↑ if Diversity of products ↑


• If you export a wide range of products (diversity) and there 
are few countries that also export some of those products 
(low ubiquity), you get a high ECI.

Worked example

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1601.05012.pdf



Revealed and implied 
comparative advantage

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00343404.2017.1283012?journalCode=cres20 



https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/9d0f/5f97262a92d0fc6dd2789eb4016e5cb8df7d.pdf 

So what?

• Complexity approach gives a tool to understand how 
knowledge gets in to capital - not in an aggregate number, 
but through diversity of output. 


• A problem for specialisation theories!


• Means that an essential problem of sustained economic 
growth is how to improve economic diversity (and in 
doing so, make ubiquitous products)?

Limitations

• Use of exports rather than all production


• Exports include only traded goods, not services supplied 
across borders


• Relies on arbitrary classification of products into certain 
categories - are we just capturing better ‘category 
accounting’?

Trade is important
• One way to increase the complexity of production is to 

protect local industries while they experiment with 
diversifying — learning by doing (which is the only way to 
accumulate tacit knowledge)


• Building capacity for world-leading manufacturing by 
state-owned enterprises by using only necessary imports, 
and fostering local inputs.


• Limiting import competition for the new outputs (infant 
industry protection).

Out of fashion
• Mainstream economists find this approach difficult to 

handle because it involves things outside their model - 
there are no ‘fixed factor endowments’, so H-O and 
Ricardian models don’t really make sense. 


• And yet, most countries, especially the rich, provide 
selected protections for domestic industry.


• There is no such thing as ‘no industrial policy’ — every 
policy setting is a de facto industrial policy. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/07/magazine/the-rise-of-china-and-the-fall-of-the-free-
trade-myth.html 



South Korea

• Was a mostly agricultural economy in the 1950s.


• An Asian Tiger / growth miracle. 


• Mostly misunderstood how the growth in international 
trade was engineered to improve economic complexity (or 
what might once have been called industrialising).

https://books.google.com.au/books/about/Made_in_Korea.html?
id=UecUDMPIUIUC&redir_esc=y 

http://www.nber.org/chapters/c8737.pdf?new_window=1 

Industrial policy
• Korea implemented the types of industrial policy that were 

common in US, England in the 1900s.


• In 1800s, the US, following the advice of Treasury 
Secretary Hamilton, had the world’s highest import 
tariffs. 


• In the 1600s, England has the world’s highest protections. 


• Not just tariffs (see readings).

http://www.pitt.edu/~dejong/rstat-round3.pdf 



https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/booksp_e/tariff_profiles17_e.pdf 

Globalisation + complexity

• Many current the political tensions come from apparent 
declines in an “ability to make things in <insert country 
here>”


• The rise of some certain industrial capacities in new 
countries that were previously held in few countries is a 
competitive threat. 


• This is not a new issue.


• Buy Australian Made and other nationalistic campaigns. 



https://youtu.be/c1QcjsjjtRc 

Administrative guidance

• Japan practised a type of administrative “window 
guidance” that directed funding away from speculation 
and consumption spending towards capital investment.


• Central bank issued credit targets to local banks that also 
specified priority industries. 


• It was a wartime administrative system that persisted — 
credit was redirected from armaments to consumer 
manufacturing exports. 

Plaza Accords
• Japan’s aggressive export manufacturing growth was eating 

into US manufacturing exports.


• On September 22, 1985 France, Germany, UK, US and 
Japan cooperated to depreciate the USD in relation to the 
Yen and Deutsche Mark in a meeting at the Plaza Hotel in 
New York. 


• Louvre Accord, signed in Paris on February 22, 1987. Aimed 
to halt the decline of the USD from actions taken to meet the 
Plaza Accord in 1985. 


• Led to massive asset market bubble in Japan. 

Foreign ownership controls
• Cross-ownership of financial assets is not necessarily 

going to lead to real investment and expansion of 
productive capacity. 


• Japan eschewed foreign ownership of local firms to 
ensure it retained control to direct investment. 


• When they did allow ownership they defended it by 
increasing informal cross-ownership within industry cartels 
to limit the amount of shares available for retail purchase.


• Government approvals required. 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/1094/762a6f6e191be20163f81748369e8651e2fa.pdf 

FDI + infant industries
• Foreign direct investment is one way to get new industrial 

capacity in your country buy importing tacit knowledge.


• Almost impossible to increase complexity by specialising 
(producing fewer products) as per Ricardian or H-O theory 
(which is a short-run approach).


• Best approach is to support development of industries 
where there is an implicit comparative advantage - 
something similar to what is being produced.


• What have the oil states been doing the past two decades? 



Bringing it together

• Adding complexity incrementally sounds a lot like the 
Stages of Growth characterisation. 


• In fact, that is how Joe Studwell described the Asian 
Tigers — create agricultural surplus, direct investment to 
manufacturing, target investment to adopt new 
technology as fast as possible.

https://www.amazon.com/How-Asia-Works-Joe-Studwell/dp/0802121322 

Readings for Wk 8

• Turchin, P. (2017). Ultra Society: How 10,000 years of war 
made humans the greatest cooperators on earth. 


• Scheidel, W. (2017). The Great Leveler Violence and the 
History of Inequality from the Stone Age to the Twenty-
First Century. Chapter 4 - Total War only (available on 
Blackboard) 


• ??


